
PURITAN MILDEW PREVENTATIVE is based on a 
highly-active TWIN CHAIN quaternary ammonium 
compound. It prevents musty odors and discolori
zation on all fabrics due to molds, mildew, and fungi, 
The mildew inhibition of PURITAN MILDEW PRE· 
VENT A TIVE lasts at least four weeks when used as 
directed. It is designed for commercial and institu
tional laundry use by addition to the final 'ri!,5e or -
sour step. Fabric may also be preserved~c4!!}t,-
mildew by soaking in a solution of PURITAN!MILDEW '-" 0 ' 
PREVENTATIVE. For recommended sol~~~n.:. ; MILDEW PREVENTATIVE 
centration, see USE DIRECTIONS. 1/(,01/. M /f?~~ : 
PURITAN MILDEW PREVENTATIVE is ~conomical "/ 7, i:?" TWIN CHAIN Quaternary 
to use because it is concentrated. Its~~~, E' _ Ammonium Compound Concentrate 
handled with care. . .,". ," u' "~!'~"~i.:;';-:";'('I:: • • • . 

USE DIRECTIONS '..: '; .fL ;::, ':,:,(" Mildew Inhibitor for Commercial 

For lasting mildew prevention, use PURITANMrlMW' ~$?i-~l~. and Institutional Use 
PREVENTATIVE as directed. c e7i'ngredlent: 

For 2-week protection, use % ounce per 100 Didecyl Dimethyl Ammonium Chloride 
pounds of fabric (dry weight) 
For 3-week protection. use 1 * ounces per 100 
pounds of fabric (dry weight) 
2~ ounces per 100 pounds of fabric (dry weight) 

Inert Ingredients 

E.P.A. Registration No. 541·249 
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will give long-lasting protection. for 30 days or 
more. against mildew. Re-treat as necessary. 

Dilute the appropriate amount of PURITAN MILDEW 
PREVENTATIVE in one to two gallons of water; 
then add to the washwheel in the final or sour rinse. 

DANGER: Keep Out of Reach of Children. 

Retreat fabric after each washing. 
Do not reuse empty drum. Return to drum recondi-
tioner or rinse well with soap solution and discard. Do 
not contarr.·,late water by disposal of waste. 
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SEE LEFT PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY 
STATEMENTS. 

Manufactured by PURITAN CHEMICAL CO.-Atlanta, Go. 30318 
Baltimore - Cincinnati - Houston - I'.:ewark - St. Louis 
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DANGER: 
Keep Out of Reach of Children. Corrosive. Causes 
severe eye and skin damage Do not get in eyes, on 
skin. or on clothing. Wear noggles or face shield and 
rubber gloves when handling. Harmful or fatal if 
swallowed. Avoid contamination of food. 

FIRST AID: 
In case of contact. immediately flush eyes 0' skin 
INlth plenty of water for a1 least 15 minutes. For 
eyes. call a physician. Remov~ and wash contaminatwl 
clothing before reuse. 

If swallowed, drink promptly a large quantity of 
mill, egg whites, gelatin solution; or if these are not 
available, drink large quantities of water. Avoid 
alcohol. Call a physician immediately. 

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: P 'obable mucosal damage 
may contraindicate the use 01 gastric lavage. Measures 
against circulatory shock, respiratory depression, and 
convulsion may be needed. 

QU .. \LlTY CONTROL NUMBEF. NET CONTENTS 


